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Program Guide by Rodney Bowcock

There is a short list of crime fighters of the early 20th century that seemed to 
permeate every aspect of the popular culture of their era. Sherlock Holmes is 
the most obvious of these, along with The Saint, The Falcon, and The Shadow 
(although Lamont Cranston’s film career wasn’t as successful as some others).  
Any comprehensive list, however, would doubtlessly include the hero of this 
collection: Boston Blackie.

For nearly half of the 20th century, the celebrated reformed safe cracker Boston 
Blackie was an essential part of pop culture, infiltrating magazine stories, 
books, movies, radio and television. Only comic books seemed uninterested in 
the opportunity to feature his adventures -- although even that medium would 
eventually come around in 2002, when Moonstone Books published a short run 
of Boston Blackie graphic novels.

Boston Blackie was the brain-
child of Jack Boyle, who 
initially created the character 
as “Horatio Black” in 1914. 
The author was in prison on 
charges of passing bad checks 
at the time. Boyle had been a 
newspaper reporter when he 
succumbed to opium addiction 
in San Francisco, and turned to 
crime to support his habit. He 
would spend the next several 
years in and out of jail, and 
this is where he started writing 
short stories. The adventures 
of Blackie were not the first 
work that he had published 
after his fall from grace -- 

know is that Winston was murdered shortly after they 
met. Blackie finds himself embroiled in the case as he 
works to find out who the killer was.

CD 8A: “Murder at the Circus” (Program # 157) 
- 04/14/1948  
Mary is initially unsuccessful in her attempt to 
get Blackie to take her to the circus. He is entirely 
uninterested…until Faraday tells him to keep away 
from the circus due to the murder of Rondo the 
Magician. That’s when our hero decides that a day at 
the circus is exactly what he needs. 

CD 8B: “Insurance and Wrecked Cars” (Program # 158) - 04/21/1948
Citizens find themselves trapped in an insurance scam -- if they agree to accept 
fault for the accident, they will receive a cut of the insurance money. When an 
old couple is targeted in the scam, Blackie steps in to offer his assistance. 

If you enjoyed this CD set, we recommend
Boston Blackie Delivers the Goods,

available now at www.RadioSpirits.com.
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that honor goes to his exposé on opium called 
“The Modern Opium Eater,” which he sold to 
The American Magazine in 1914. Three years 
later, while serving another prison sentence for 
forgery (this time in Colorado), Boyle crafted a 
story featuring a rehabilitated crook with a new 
nick name. “Boston Blackie” was a common 
nickname among gangsters and crooks big and 
small, so the handle was one that the reading 
audience would already have been aware of. 
The early stories, starting with “The Price of 
Principle,” were published under the pen name 
of “No. 6066.”

These preliminary capers would grace the pages of The American Magazine and 
The Redbook Magazine, and were popular enough to warrant and adaptation 
to the new medium of motion pictures. Eleven movie adaptations of Boyle’s 
Blackie stories were released through 1927 (most no longer exist). Blackie would 
have to wait until 1941 to get a chance at the talkies. That’s when Columbia 
Pictures (a studio that understood the value of double bills, serials, and comedy 
shorts) launched a series of Boston Blackie films starring an actor whose star had 
become a bit tarnished: Chester Morris.

Morris, a typically reliable actor, started his career in a family vaudeville act. He 
was nominated for a 1929 Academy Award (for his role in the crime film Alibi), 
but experienced some setbacks in the mid-late 1930’s. This is when he found 
himself at Columbia Pictures, taking on the role of Boston Blackie. The films 
were successful enough that NBC was willing to pick up a radio series based on 
the character in 1944. (Columbia Pictures allowed the series to go to production, 

but insisted that each broadcast include 
a mention that Morris was featured in 
their film series.) It would be a summer 
replacement for Rinso’s Amos & Andy, 
a program that had found renewed 
popularity after switching from a serial 
format to a thirty minute sitcom with 
(generally) self-contained stories. Mor-
ris’s co-stars included Richard Lane, 
on hand to reprise his role as Inspec-
tor Faraday, and Lesley Woods as love 

CD 5A: “Cobb’s Trucking Company” (Program # 151) - 03/03/1948  
Jason Roberts is losing business due to a rumored association with mobsters, but 
his real troubles start when his business partner’s body is found in the trunk of his 
car! Blackie must figure out if this is a case of murder…or a classic double-cross.

CD 5B: “$50,000 For Blackie” (Program # 152) - 03/10/1948  
Blackie is contacted by a friend of a friend who wants him to store $50,000 in 
his safe until he can get it to the bank the next day. However, before the cash can 
be secured, this friend is robbed…and murdered. Blackie looks like the main 
suspect, at least in the eyes of Inspector Faraday.

CD 6A: “The Willian Larson Extortion Murder Case” (Program # 153) - 
03/17/1948
William Larson is a wealthy heir to a fortune, and has created many enemies 
with his totalitarian ways. What his family doesn’t know is that he is paying 
large sums of money to a gang of hoodlums for protection. When he threatens 
to stop paying, he begins to fear for his life. He hires Blackie to ensure that he 
stays alive in spite of the threats. When Blackie isn’t successful, the race is on to 
capture the killers.

CD 6B: “Wresting Ring Murder” (Program # 154) - 03/24/1948  
Tiny Mountain is a strong farm boy brought in from the countryside. He’s a sure 
thing to become the new wrestling champion, in spite of his inexperience. Tiny, 
a fan of Boston Blackie, comes to visits the detective in his apartment. When 
Blackie is ordered to keep away from Tiny, he starts to wonder why – and as he 
begins to investigate, he gets wrapped up with a murder.  

CD 7A: “Tom Walton Escapes” (Program # 155) - 03/31/1948  
Tom Walton was convicted of murder thanks to Boston Blackie’s testimony in 
court. When Walton escapes from prison, he sets out to kill Blackie – but some 
of the criminal’s associates are worried 
that he will accomplish his goal…and 
that they will be blamed for the murder. 

CD 7B: “Clyde Winston Photographer” 
(Program # 156) - 04/07/1948
A beautiful model mades a date with 
Clyde Winston, a popular photographer 
in town, hoping to secure an exclusive 
contract with him. What she doesn’t Alias Boston Blackie Poster (1942)

Richard Kollmar (seen here with his real life wife,
Dorothy Kilgallen) is heard as Boston Blackie.

Jack Boyle's 1910 San Quentin mugshot
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CD 2A: “Joe Crain, Hired Killer” (Program # 131) - 10/15/1947
Blackie finds himself tangled up in a triangle of death involving a hitman, his 
client and his client’s wife. Unfortunately, Inspector Faraday has received a tip 
about the hitman being in town, which further complicates the proceedings. 

CD 2B: “Mid-Air Diamond Theft” (Program # 132) - 10/22/1947
A private detective is hired to protect a small, but extremely valuable diamond on 
a cross country airplane trip. The pilot of the plane blacks out during the flight, 
the passengers are bound and gagged, and the diamond missing. Blackie takes it 
upon himself to learn how a diamond could disappear into thin air.  
CD 3A: “Kid’s Killing” (Program # 145) - 01/21/1948  
A prominent boxer is killed during a match…which he had refused to rig. Blackie, 
who watches the event take place on television, suspects that the pugilist was 
murdered in the ring…by someone who was close to him. 

CD 3B: “Wind Blows West” (Program # 148) - 02/11/1948  
The Wind Blows West is a popular bestselling book, with thousands of copies sold 
in town. In fact, two people have been murdered while reading it. When a man is 
killed moments after simply purchasing the book, Blackie becomes determined 
to find the link between the deaths and the book. 

CD 4A: “Five Bullets in Don Anderson” 
(Program # 149) - 02/18/1948  
An officer investigating a prowler hears 
gunshots…and sees Boston Blackie fleeing 
the scene! It’s up to our hero to clear his name 
and find the culprit, even though (for once) 
Inspector Faraday does not believe that Blackie 
was involved. Still, all of the evidence points 
directly to the reformed safe cracker.  

CD 4B: “The Twin Murders” (Program # 
150) - 02/25/1948  
A man suspected of killing his wife insists that 
the alleged murder weapon was being used to 
kill someone else twenty miles away. Blackie is 
asked to help determine how this could happen. 
When he sets out to find a link between the two 
murdered people, he discovers a connection to 
himself.    

interest Mary Wesley. (Blackie was married in 
the short stories, bachelor detectives were pop-
ular.), After a moderately successful run, Rinso 
declined to pick up sponsorship for the show. 
Radio’s Blackie fell dormant…but the film 
series continued with Morris, producing more 
than a dozen entries, until 1949.

Contrary to popular belief among aficionados 
of vintage radio, the Chester Morris summer 
series was not a show of NBC origin. While 
it did air on that network, the program was 
actually created by Frederick Ziv Productions 
(which also produced the later, longer running 
series). The Ziv archive (Cincinnati, OH) 
houses documents that detail the particulars of 
sponsorship, the participation of Columbia Pictures, and the contract negotiations 
with Chester Morris. In addition, the archive contains a telegram from agent Lou 
Irwin, dated early February 1945, which inquires as to whether or not Ziv still 
held the rights to the Blackie show. Ziv responded:

“Just returned from New York where we closed a deal for Boston Blackie to 
return to the air on April 11th.”

Indeed, Ziv had signed a deal with Jacqueline Boyle, daughter of Blackie creator 
Jack Boyle, to bring our hero back to the air. The new agreement initially stated 
that Boyle was to receive a payment of $2,600 for each thirteen week block of 
Blackie shows. After each thirteen week period, the contract was to be reviewed 
to determine if the series would continue, based on the quality of the scripts 
and continued sponsorship of the program. (Additionally, it should be noted 
that these negotiations specifically point out that the show began on June 23, 
1944, the date of the first Chester Morris broadcast). In the event that a sponsor 
dropped the series after a thirteen week period, Ziv then had six weeks (during 
which royalties were not to be delivered to Boyle) to find a new sponsor.

As the Ziv company was already pioneering the concept of syndicated 
programming, it was decided that this would be the best route to go with the 
Blackie series. What this means is that, while the show was sold to stations on a 
network basis (Blackie aired on all of the major networks at one point or another), 
the local stations were able to sell the advertising space to local sponsors. For Frank Orth is heard as Inspector Faraday

Chester Morris
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with the move to television, the hard-
boiled hero shifted coasts, from New 
York to Los Angeles.

The episode dates indicated in this 
collection represent the days that 
the show first aired. Ziv syndicated 
Boston Blackie throughout the fifties, 
providing local stations with the 
opportunity to air first class radio programming at a fraction of what it would 
cost for them to produce it themselves. Costs varied, depending on the signal 
strength of the station and the size of the market in which they existed. This 
flexibility was extremely useful to both Ziv and the radio stations during the 
waning days of radio drama. Programs that would otherwise seem unsellable 
acquired new life through this process. This is why, for years, collectors have 
struggled with dating the Boston Blackie shows. Transcription discs from the 
1950’s would often only have episode numbers, with no associated dates. Thanks 
to diligent log makers, this problematic task has finally been completed.

In spite of its somewhat convoluted history, Boston Blackie remains a well-
written, well-acted program. It’s easy to see why mystery lovers throughout the 
entire first half of the twentieth century enjoyed rooting for this crime fighter (who 
could easily have turned to the other side of the law with his talents if he chose). 
We are confident that modern audiences will also find much to enjoy here.

Episode Guide:

CD 1A: “Death Wish” (Program # 129) - 10/01/1947  
Blackie receives a tip that salesman Jimmy Wells is being targeted by a gang of 
thieves that want to kill him. After spending days tracking Wells down, Blackie 
is dismayed to learn that Wells wants the job completed. Blackie takes it upon 
himself to get to the bottom of things and learn why Wells wants to die.
   
CD 1B: “Dead Aunt Sarah” (Program # 130) - 10/08/1947  
Blackie finds himself investigating the death of a wealthy old woman. She had 
feared for her life, and attempted to contact Blackie through Mary Wesley for 
protection. The death looks like a suicide, but several people had motives, so 
finding the culprit turns out to be a difficult task. 

example, in some markets, you’d hear Blackie sponsored by Champagne Velvet 
beer. But since that was a regional brand (from Bloomington, Indiana), you would 
not hear those commercials in all markets. Other markets heard the show through 
the courtesy of R&H Root Beer (among other products). Astute listeners will 
notice lengthy passages of organ music on many of the episodes included in this 
collection. This is not what listeners during the Golden Age of Radio would have 
heard. During that time, a local announcer would do a live read of a commercial for 
whichever area company was sponsoring the show. Due to the “live” and “local” 
nature of these spots, most recordings of Boston Blackie do not include them.

Ziv found great success with this format, and used it for dozens of other radio 
programs, including The Cisco Kid and Philo Vance, to name just a few. After 
the emergence of television as the preferred form of at-home entertainment, he 
found continued success by adapting this same format to that visual medium. Ziv 
initially offered The Cisco Kid (in 1949), and then brought 1950’s TV stalwarts 
Sea Hunt and Highway Patrol to the small screen. These shows, and many like 
them, stayed on the air in constant reruns (often into the 1970’s). This provided a 
steady income for Ziv and, later, for Screen Gems (after he sold the holdings of 
his company to them in 1960).

The New York cast was headed by Richard Kollmar as Boston Blackie and 
Jan Miner as Mary Wesley (later portrayed by Lesley Woods, as heard in this 

collection). Ziv found great success with the program, 
and while the Kollmar series bears little resemblance 
to the earlier Chester Morris ventures audiences didn’t 
seem to mind. It mattered little that Blackie’s history 
as a safe cracker was barely mentioned. The lingering 
hint of his past was evident only in the cloud of 
suspicion that Inspector Faraday continually cast on 
him. The show was successful enough that it existed 

in perpetual reruns for at least ten years 
after the final original episode aired on 
CBS (on September 3, 1950). In fact, it 
found later life as a television series for 
fifty eight episodes (from 1951-1953). 
Kent Taylor starred as Boston Blackie 
on the small screen, along with Lois 
Collier as Mary Wesley. Frank Orth, 
from the radio program, reprised his 
role as Inspector Faraday. Inexplicably, 

Kent Taylor

Lois Collier
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CD 2A: “Joe Crain, Hired Killer” (Program # 131) - 10/15/1947
Blackie finds himself tangled up in a triangle of death involving a hitman, his 
client and his client’s wife. Unfortunately, Inspector Faraday has received a tip 
about the hitman being in town, which further complicates the proceedings. 

CD 2B: “Mid-Air Diamond Theft” (Program # 132) - 10/22/1947
A private detective is hired to protect a small, but extremely valuable diamond on 
a cross country airplane trip. The pilot of the plane blacks out during the flight, 
the passengers are bound and gagged, and the diamond missing. Blackie takes it 
upon himself to learn how a diamond could disappear into thin air.  
CD 3A: “Kid’s Killing” (Program # 145) - 01/21/1948  
A prominent boxer is killed during a match…which he had refused to rig. Blackie, 
who watches the event take place on television, suspects that the pugilist was 
murdered in the ring…by someone who was close to him. 

CD 3B: “Wind Blows West” (Program # 148) - 02/11/1948  
The Wind Blows West is a popular bestselling book, with thousands of copies sold 
in town. In fact, two people have been murdered while reading it. When a man is 
killed moments after simply purchasing the book, Blackie becomes determined 
to find the link between the deaths and the book. 

CD 4A: “Five Bullets in Don Anderson” 
(Program # 149) - 02/18/1948  
An officer investigating a prowler hears 
gunshots…and sees Boston Blackie fleeing 
the scene! It’s up to our hero to clear his name 
and find the culprit, even though (for once) 
Inspector Faraday does not believe that Blackie 
was involved. Still, all of the evidence points 
directly to the reformed safe cracker.  

CD 4B: “The Twin Murders” (Program # 
150) - 02/25/1948  
A man suspected of killing his wife insists that 
the alleged murder weapon was being used to 
kill someone else twenty miles away. Blackie is 
asked to help determine how this could happen. 
When he sets out to find a link between the two 
murdered people, he discovers a connection to 
himself.    

interest Mary Wesley. (Blackie was married in 
the short stories, bachelor detectives were pop-
ular.), After a moderately successful run, Rinso 
declined to pick up sponsorship for the show. 
Radio’s Blackie fell dormant…but the film 
series continued with Morris, producing more 
than a dozen entries, until 1949.

Contrary to popular belief among aficionados 
of vintage radio, the Chester Morris summer 
series was not a show of NBC origin. While 
it did air on that network, the program was 
actually created by Frederick Ziv Productions 
(which also produced the later, longer running 
series). The Ziv archive (Cincinnati, OH) 
houses documents that detail the particulars of 
sponsorship, the participation of Columbia Pictures, and the contract negotiations 
with Chester Morris. In addition, the archive contains a telegram from agent Lou 
Irwin, dated early February 1945, which inquires as to whether or not Ziv still 
held the rights to the Blackie show. Ziv responded:

“Just returned from New York where we closed a deal for Boston Blackie to 
return to the air on April 11th.”

Indeed, Ziv had signed a deal with Jacqueline Boyle, daughter of Blackie creator 
Jack Boyle, to bring our hero back to the air. The new agreement initially stated 
that Boyle was to receive a payment of $2,600 for each thirteen week block of 
Blackie shows. After each thirteen week period, the contract was to be reviewed 
to determine if the series would continue, based on the quality of the scripts 
and continued sponsorship of the program. (Additionally, it should be noted 
that these negotiations specifically point out that the show began on June 23, 
1944, the date of the first Chester Morris broadcast). In the event that a sponsor 
dropped the series after a thirteen week period, Ziv then had six weeks (during 
which royalties were not to be delivered to Boyle) to find a new sponsor.

As the Ziv company was already pioneering the concept of syndicated 
programming, it was decided that this would be the best route to go with the 
Blackie series. What this means is that, while the show was sold to stations on a 
network basis (Blackie aired on all of the major networks at one point or another), 
the local stations were able to sell the advertising space to local sponsors. For Frank Orth is heard as Inspector Faraday

Chester Morris
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that honor goes to his exposé on opium called 
“The Modern Opium Eater,” which he sold to 
The American Magazine in 1914. Three years 
later, while serving another prison sentence for 
forgery (this time in Colorado), Boyle crafted a 
story featuring a rehabilitated crook with a new 
nick name. “Boston Blackie” was a common 
nickname among gangsters and crooks big and 
small, so the handle was one that the reading 
audience would already have been aware of. 
The early stories, starting with “The Price of 
Principle,” were published under the pen name 
of “No. 6066.”

These preliminary capers would grace the pages of The American Magazine and 
The Redbook Magazine, and were popular enough to warrant and adaptation 
to the new medium of motion pictures. Eleven movie adaptations of Boyle’s 
Blackie stories were released through 1927 (most no longer exist). Blackie would 
have to wait until 1941 to get a chance at the talkies. That’s when Columbia 
Pictures (a studio that understood the value of double bills, serials, and comedy 
shorts) launched a series of Boston Blackie films starring an actor whose star had 
become a bit tarnished: Chester Morris.

Morris, a typically reliable actor, started his career in a family vaudeville act. He 
was nominated for a 1929 Academy Award (for his role in the crime film Alibi), 
but experienced some setbacks in the mid-late 1930’s. This is when he found 
himself at Columbia Pictures, taking on the role of Boston Blackie. The films 
were successful enough that NBC was willing to pick up a radio series based on 
the character in 1944. (Columbia Pictures allowed the series to go to production, 

but insisted that each broadcast include 
a mention that Morris was featured in 
their film series.) It would be a summer 
replacement for Rinso’s Amos & Andy, 
a program that had found renewed 
popularity after switching from a serial 
format to a thirty minute sitcom with 
(generally) self-contained stories. Mor-
ris’s co-stars included Richard Lane, 
on hand to reprise his role as Inspec-
tor Faraday, and Lesley Woods as love 

CD 5A: “Cobb’s Trucking Company” (Program # 151) - 03/03/1948  
Jason Roberts is losing business due to a rumored association with mobsters, but 
his real troubles start when his business partner’s body is found in the trunk of his 
car! Blackie must figure out if this is a case of murder…or a classic double-cross.

CD 5B: “$50,000 For Blackie” (Program # 152) - 03/10/1948  
Blackie is contacted by a friend of a friend who wants him to store $50,000 in 
his safe until he can get it to the bank the next day. However, before the cash can 
be secured, this friend is robbed…and murdered. Blackie looks like the main 
suspect, at least in the eyes of Inspector Faraday.

CD 6A: “The Willian Larson Extortion Murder Case” (Program # 153) - 
03/17/1948
William Larson is a wealthy heir to a fortune, and has created many enemies 
with his totalitarian ways. What his family doesn’t know is that he is paying 
large sums of money to a gang of hoodlums for protection. When he threatens 
to stop paying, he begins to fear for his life. He hires Blackie to ensure that he 
stays alive in spite of the threats. When Blackie isn’t successful, the race is on to 
capture the killers.

CD 6B: “Wresting Ring Murder” (Program # 154) - 03/24/1948  
Tiny Mountain is a strong farm boy brought in from the countryside. He’s a sure 
thing to become the new wrestling champion, in spite of his inexperience. Tiny, 
a fan of Boston Blackie, comes to visits the detective in his apartment. When 
Blackie is ordered to keep away from Tiny, he starts to wonder why – and as he 
begins to investigate, he gets wrapped up with a murder.  

CD 7A: “Tom Walton Escapes” (Program # 155) - 03/31/1948  
Tom Walton was convicted of murder thanks to Boston Blackie’s testimony in 
court. When Walton escapes from prison, he sets out to kill Blackie – but some 
of the criminal’s associates are worried 
that he will accomplish his goal…and 
that they will be blamed for the murder. 

CD 7B: “Clyde Winston Photographer” 
(Program # 156) - 04/07/1948
A beautiful model mades a date with 
Clyde Winston, a popular photographer 
in town, hoping to secure an exclusive 
contract with him. What she doesn’t Alias Boston Blackie Poster (1942)

Richard Kollmar (seen here with his real life wife,
Dorothy Kilgallen) is heard as Boston Blackie.

Jack Boyle's 1910 San Quentin mugshot
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There is a short list of crime fighters of the early 20th century that seemed to 
permeate every aspect of the popular culture of their era. Sherlock Holmes is 
the most obvious of these, along with The Saint, The Falcon, and The Shadow 
(although Lamont Cranston’s film career wasn’t as successful as some others).  
Any comprehensive list, however, would doubtlessly include the hero of this 
collection: Boston Blackie.

For nearly half of the 20th century, the celebrated reformed safe cracker Boston 
Blackie was an essential part of pop culture, infiltrating magazine stories, 
books, movies, radio and television. Only comic books seemed uninterested in 
the opportunity to feature his adventures -- although even that medium would 
eventually come around in 2002, when Moonstone Books published a short run 
of Boston Blackie graphic novels.

Boston Blackie was the brain-
child of Jack Boyle, who 
initially created the character 
as “Horatio Black” in 1914. 
The author was in prison on 
charges of passing bad checks 
at the time. Boyle had been a 
newspaper reporter when he 
succumbed to opium addiction 
in San Francisco, and turned to 
crime to support his habit. He 
would spend the next several 
years in and out of jail, and 
this is where he started writing 
short stories. The adventures 
of Blackie were not the first 
work that he had published 
after his fall from grace -- 

know is that Winston was murdered shortly after they 
met. Blackie finds himself embroiled in the case as he 
works to find out who the killer was.

CD 8A: “Murder at the Circus” (Program # 157) 
- 04/14/1948  
Mary is initially unsuccessful in her attempt to 
get Blackie to take her to the circus. He is entirely 
uninterested…until Faraday tells him to keep away 
from the circus due to the murder of Rondo the 
Magician. That’s when our hero decides that a day at 
the circus is exactly what he needs. 

CD 8B: “Insurance and Wrecked Cars” (Program # 158) - 04/21/1948
Citizens find themselves trapped in an insurance scam -- if they agree to accept 
fault for the accident, they will receive a cut of the insurance money. When an 
old couple is targeted in the scam, Blackie steps in to offer his assistance. 

If you enjoyed this CD set, we recommend
Boston Blackie Delivers the Goods,

available now at www.RadioSpirits.com.
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Lesley Woods is heard as Mary Wesley.
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